Special Theme: “Urban and Regional Planning”
- In recognition of new UT President Dr. Sharon Gaber, tenured Professor, Department of Geography and Planning -

Friday 230-330pm
SM 3066

ALL GRADUATE STUDENTS ARE EXPECTED TO ATTEND THE PRESENTATIONS

September 11th “Transportation Planning”
Christine Connell, TMACOG

September 25th “Creating a Social Compact Between the City of Toledo and the University of Toledo: From Knowledge to Action” (panel) – UT Presidential Inauguration Week Event (10:00-11:45am Doermann Theater, University Hall))

October 2nd “Urban Planning”
Josh Ackers, Geography and Urban Studies, University of Michigan-Dearborn

October 23rd “Regional and Urban Economics”
Alessandra Faggian, The Ohio State University

November 6th “Housing and Neighborhood Development”
Dennis Keating, Cleveland State University